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Customers give us data in all kinds of formats. Rarely, are we lucky enough to receive data that is complete and error 
free. 

er into a consistent, structured format that you can use downstream in your assembly processes. 

- Organize data received from your customer into a uniform consistent format. 

Quickly recognize layer types and rename layers so they make sense. Get rid of the 

the board outline. 

From This  To This  From This  To This  

- 
PCB board, then use the PCB Analyzer DFM checks to ensure that your customer data is ready for manufacture. You can 

configure and save your own DFM Rule Sets. Quickly run the DFM Rule checks and 

find errors that, if unfixed would bring the manufacturing process to a halt. Report 

these problems back to your customer so they can correct their design. This is a ser-

vice that your customers will appreciate and come to rely on. If you’re confident that 

the data is good (or if the board has already been manufactured), then simply skip 

-356 and PentaLogix 

F04 formats). Follow electrically connected nets by clicking on any element associat-

ed with the net. 



-   

- No pick and place file available? No problem. Use the Pick 

import a BOM if you have it to simplify the process. The process is simple. 

Enter a footprint name. 

Select one of the foot-

prints in ViewMate PRO. 

Click on the “Create 

 

EMS Magician finds the 

remaining footprints. 

Assign a reference desig-

nator to each footprint. 

 

Use the included “Footprint Player” to review created foot-

prints. Set the review delay from 2 to 30 seconds. EMS Magi-

need to select each component . . . EMS Magician cycles 

a 

a problem, pause the player and edit the data. 

- You can quickly create an X by Y array from customer 

supplied one-up data files. Auto- - 

ly add PCB fiducials . . . One mouse click does it all. Add mouse bites with a few clicks 

of the mouse. Add rails, rail tooling holes and rail fiducials. All in just a few minutes!  

In Less Than 5 Minutes!  
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